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The fifth edition of One flower, One leaf 
will be held in Amsterdam by Martina della 
Valle and Satoko Hatayama in occasion of 
UNSEEN 2018, presented by METRONOM gallery 
and supported by Amsterdam Flower School.

One flower, One leaf is calling interested 
people to take part investigating the 
spontaneous vegetation of different 
urban landscapes through a participative 
laboratory. The part-takers are asked to 
produce ikebana-inspired compositions 
under the guidance of the ikebana 
teacher, to be photographed. After a 
first brief theorical introduction, the 
research takes place on the surrounding 
landscape, on a walk to harvest vegetal 
spontaneous materials. The new series 
of still-lifes will document the 
arrangements, to compose a photographic 
limited edition, and an ideal portrait 
of the specific environment of Amsterdam.

One flower, one leaf  #5
a project by Martina della Valle
with Satoko Hatayama

One flower, one leaf :  martinadellavalle.info/onefloweroneleaf

SCHEDULE
- introduction to the workshop
- walking exploration of the urban area
- realization of the composition
- review of the arrangements
- photo shooting
 
REQUIRED MATERIALS
- plants scissors, 
- a flower vase: width 25-35cm, depth min.5cm, flat bottom
- outdoor clothing

REGISTRATION deadline 7|9|2018 
info@amsterdamflowerschool.com

amsterdamflowerschool.comwww.metronom.itunseenamsterdam.com 
Westergasfabriek 21–23|09|2018

MARTINA DELLA VALLE is an italian 
visual artist based in Berlin. Her 
research starts from the basis of the 
photographic technique developing often 
with different languages and forms. 
Her work has been shown in several 
occasions and has led her to collaborate 
with various magazines and partners as 
a photographer and designer. Her work 
One flower, One leaf will be presented at 
UNSEEN 2018 by METRONOM gallery.

-

SATOKO HATAYAMA was born in Fukuoka, 
Japan. She holds a certificate from 
Ikenobō, Japans oldest school for 
Ikebana. Since 1999 she is working with 
flowers, collaborating with local flower 
shops and coordinating florist events. 
She is now based in Berlin Neukölln, 
where she has her own flower shop.

18|09|2018, h 10.30 - 17.00
Amsterdam, location to be confirmed
Free of charge, limited seats available


